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Our small hole drilling edm machine can processing stainless steel, hardened steel, 
hard alloy, copper, aluminum and other conductive materials.

The processing diameter 0.3-3mm.

The processing speed can reach 30-60mm per minute.

It can directly drill from the surface penetration.

It use of water as working fluid.

The spindle has the functions of quick up, down.

It can be customized according to user requirements, the single axis, CNC multi axis,  
or other functions.



2. Start up testing2. Start up testing

1. Connect power supply 

2. Turn around and loose the red 
emergency stop button. 

3. Closing power supply switch, the 
wind motor start to run.

4. Turn on the pump button, the 
pump start to work, until the water 
come out of the Rotating chuck. 

5. Turn on the rotating head switch, 
the rotating head should start 
spinning

Quality is the customer that come back, and the product that don't



3.1 Clamping workpiece3.1 Clamping workpiece

1. Adjusting spindle position by using 
spindle hand moving switch. 

2. Fixed the parts with plate and bolts.

3. Selecting the Electrode sleeve for 
drilling different hole diameter and depth. 

4. Selecting the sealing ring according to 
the electrode diameter.

Quality is the customer that come back, and the product that don't



3.2 Machining step 3.2 Machining step 

1. set up the pulse parameters and processing 
current,According to the electrode diameter, 
electrode material and machining surface 
roughness, processing efficiency. 

2. Moving the worktable, aiming the 
electrode sleeve to the required machining 
position. 

3.  Turn on the rotating head button, It start 
rolling. 

4. Turn on the pump work button, keeping 
the working pressure 6Mpa. There is a 
pressure regulator for adjusting pressure.

5. Open the pulse power supply button, the 
voltage is about 85V.

    

Quality is the customer that come back, and the product that don't



3.2 Machining step 3.2 Machining step 

6. Open the automatic feeding button, Z axis 
will start move automaticly to the workpiece, 
Until the spark appears. 

7. Adjusting the feeding speed controlled by 
the servo button, keeping the voltage 15V. 

8. After perforation, the sparks and water 
spray can be seen in the bottom side of the 
woring part. 

9. Turn off pulse power button, pump button, 
Z axis rising automaticly. 

10. Turn off the automatic machining button 
after the coppor sleeve leave the part. Spindle 
will be locked. 

    

Quality is the customer that come back, and the product that don't



3.3 Operation interface 3.3 Operation interface 

1.   Electrode switch                                                2.   Power indicator       
3.   Emergency stop switch                                     4.   Parameter selection knob                 
5.   Machining power selecting switch                   6.   Servo feeding control button          
7.   Hand control machining button                        8.   Automatic machining button             
9.   Pulse power button                                           10.  pump control button                       
11. Rotary head switch                                           12.  Side position switch                       
13. Ammeter                                                           14.  Voltmeter



4. After-sale service4. After-sale service

   1). The equipment from the date of delivery, the supplier is responsible 
for the machine two year warranty, guarantee system for two years, in 
the equipment under normal use, the supplier is responsible for the 
maintenance free replacement spare parts. But consumables, tools don't 
belong to the category of the warranty. 

2). More than two year after the warranty period, the supplier is 
responsible for providing maintenance required spare parts, and provides 
a reasonable charge for maintenance services.

Quality is the customer that come back, and the product that don't



Standard parts listStandard parts list

Quality is the customer that come back, and the product that don't


